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If R is a right coherent ring, then left R-modules have covers by submodules of flat R-modules 
if and only if all injective left R-modules have flat covers. This is the case if R is commutative 
and noetherian. If, furthermore, the Krull dimension of R is finite, then all cotorsion R-modules 
have flat covers. In this case, if F is a flat R-module, then F[[x]] is a flat R[[x]]-module. 
1. Introduction 
In [5] it was shown that every module G over an integral domain R has a torsion- 
free cover, i.e. there exists a linear map @ : T-t G where T is a torsion-free module 
such that (1) for any R-linear map (D’: T ’ -+ G with T’ torsion free, there is a linear 
map f: T’ + T such that 
T’ 
T 
commutes (this condition by itself defines what is called a torsion-free precover of 
G), and (2) such that any f: T+ T such that 
T 
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commutes is an automorphism. (Note that the two requirements guarantee the uni- 
queness of the torsion-free cover, up to isomorphism). 
Concrete examples of torsion-free covers are computed in [1,3,6,14]. 
In [15] Teply extended the notion of a torsion-free cover to the setting of torsion 
theories and proved the existence of covers under certain conditions on these torsion 
theories. 
Using the obvious definitions and terminology, the question of the existence of 
covers was raised in [7] for any class of modules. Examples are the class of flat 
modules, or the class of injective modules, giving rise to the notion of a flat cover 
or an injective cover. 
Since the flat modules coincide with the torsion-free modules over a Priifer do- 
main, flat covers seem a natural generalization of torsion-free covers. In [8] these 
were shown to exist for some modules over commutative noetherian rings, but the 
existence of flat covers in general is still an open question. 
Perhaps a more natural generalization of the notion of torsion-free is that of a 
submodule of a flat module since for an arbitrary domain these two notions coin- 
cide. We note that for a commutative noetherian R these modules form a torsion- 
free class for a torsion theory if and only if R, is Gorenstein for each minimal 
prime ideal P of R (see [4] and [9]). 
The object of this paper is to show that for a right coherent ring R, all left R- 
modules have covers by submodules of flat R-modules if and only if all injective 
left R-modules have flat covers (this is the case for R commutative noetherian). 
Then if R is commutative noetherian and of finite Krull dimension, it will be shown 
that all cotorsion modules have flat covers. 
2. Covers by submodules of flat modules 
The following will be used several times: 
Lemma 2.1. If a module M has a cover F+M (for some class of modules) and if 
G -+ M is a precover, then F is isomorphic to a direct summand of G. 
Proof. By (1) of the definition of a cover, G -+ M can be factored through F+M 
giving a map G + F. Similarly, there is a map F --, G and so F+ G + F. By (2), this 
map is an automorphism of F, so F is isomorphic to a direct summand of G. q 
Theorem 2.1. For a right coherent ring R the following are equivalent: 
(1) All injective left R-modules have flat covers. 
(2) All left R-modules have covers by submodules of flat modules. 
Proof. (2) * (1). If S+E is a cover of the injective left R-module E by a submodule 
S of a flat module (say F), then extend S-tE to F+E. Then F+E is a precover 
so we appeal to [7, Theorem 3.11. 
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(1) = (2). Given a left R-module M, let MC E with E injective. If 0 : F+ E is a flat 
cover and S= @-l(M), then it is easily seen that S-t&Z is a precover of A4 by a sub- 
module of a flat module. 
We now note that [7, Lemmas 2.1-2.31 have an immediate generalization to any 
class of R-modules F which is closed under inductive limits and we have 
Lemma 2.2. If for a ring R, a class F of left R-modules is closed under inductive 
limits, then if a left R-module has an F-precover, it also has an F-cover. 0 
This means that we only need argue that for any inductive system ((Si),(~;)) 
where each S, is a submodule of a flat module, Ii@ S, is also a submodule of a flat 
module. For each i we have S,C F, where F, is flat, but in general there is no reason 
why a map Si-+ Sj can be extended to a map F;i’Fj, and even if so, the different 
maps might not be compatible. Hence we need to choose the embeddings S,CF, in 
a functorial manner. 
Observe that there is a cardinal number X, (dependant on the cardinal numbers 
Card($) for all i and Card(R)) such that if f: Si-t G is any linear map where G is 
flat, then there is a flat submodule FC G with f (Si) c F and Card(F) I N (I. So let 
X be a set with Card(X) = X a. Given i, we consider all linear maps f: Sip F where 
F is a flat left R-module with FCX as a set. Let Fj be F and let Fj = n Ff (over all 
such f) and let S,+F, be the map x-t(f(x)). Since R is right coherent, Fi is flat. 
Furthermore if @: S;-Sj is linear, we can define a map Fi~Fj as follows: 
Let FJ = n G, (over the obvious g : Sj +Gg). TO define Fj= flFf-+ nG,=Fj, we 
only need define nFf+ G,’ for each g’. But the composition S,+Sj+ nG,* Gi 
(the last map the projection map) is one of the maps f’, i.e. G, = F; and Sj+ G; is 
the map f '. So let rIFf+G; be the projection map corresponding to f ‘. Then we 
see that 
Sj ___) F 
J 
is commutative and that the maps F;,+F, are functorial in the obvious sense. This 
means that we can define an inductive limit I$ F,. Then the map Ii@ S;+ li$ Fj is 
an injective since each S,+F, is. This completes the proof. q 
Remark. If we apply [8, Proposition 1.11 with M= R, we see that every injective 
module over a commutative noetherian ring has a flat cover and so every module 
has a cover by a submodule of a flat cover. 
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3. Flat covers of cotorsion modules 
In this section we will use the definitions and terminology of [lo]. R will always 
be a commutative, noetherian ring. Recall that every R-module M has a pure injec- 
tive envelope PE(M) ([l l] and [16]) and so a minimal pure injective resolution 
O+M+PE”(M)+PE1(M)+ . . . . 
If M= F is flat, then all PE”(F) are flat and cotorsion (a module M is cotorsion if 
every linear S-tM can be extended to G-+M when S is a pure submodule of a flat 
module G). In [8] the flat cotorsion modules were shown to be of the form n Tp 
where each Tp is the p-adic completion of a free &-module (or equivalently, the 
completion of a free R,-module), say FD. (In the language of Bartijn and Strooker 
[2] and Griffith [12], FD is a basic submodule of Tp.) In the following, these 
modules will be denoted T, and U,. 
By [lo, Theorem 2.11, we know that if PE’(F) = n Tp for a flat module F and if 
Tp = 0 unless coht pz i, then if PE’(F) = fl 7Jq, U, = 0 unless coht qr i+ 1. Also, if 
FoC Tp is as above for each p, then easily PE(@F,) = Jj TD. 
Theorem 3.1. If the Krull dimension of R is finite, then every cotorsion R-module 
P has a flat cover. If G+ P is a flat cover of a cotorsion module P, then G is cotor- 
sion. If G and P are cotorsion, G is flat, and G+P is a linear map such that for 
each p E Spec(R) any linear map l$ + P can be factored through G--t P, then G -+ P 
is a flat precover of P. 
Proof. Suppose G+ P is a flat cover where P is cotorsion. Since CC PE(G) is pure 
and PE(G) is flat, we can extend to PE(G)+P. Then by Lemma 1.1, G is a direct 
summand of PE(G) and so is cotorsion. 
To prove that P has a flat cover, it suffices to prove that it has a flat precover 
[7, Theorem 3.11, hence we only need argue that there is a cotorsion flat module 
G and a map G + P such that each map l$ + P can be factored through G-+ P and 
that this in turn implies that G+P is a flat precover. Given p, if X is sufficiently 
large, there is a map I?,(x)-tP such that each map I?,+P can be factored through 
R(X), P (it suffices to let X= Horn@,, P)). Letting FD be such an R^iX) for each p, 
w: have a map @F p + P. If G = PE(@F,), extend this map to G + P, and then all 
the requirements are satisfied. 
Now assume G-t P is as required. For any flat F and F+ P we need to argue that 
the map can be factored through G-+P, i.e. that the map can be lifted. 
We now make some reductions of this lifting problem. Observe that if FC F’ and 
if F+ P can be extended to F’+ P, then it suffices to lift F’ 4 P. Since FC PE(F) 
is pure, we can extend to PE(F) + P, so we only need to be able to lift maps when 
F is also cotorsion and so of the form n Tp. 
Also, given F+ P, if SC F is a pure submodule and S -+ P can be lifted, then S + G 
can be extended to F-t G (which, in general, is not a lifting of F-+P). Then 
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F-+G+ P and the original map F+P agree on S, so their difference gives a map 
F/S+P. If this map can be lifted, so can the original map F-t P. 
Now let ir 0. We make the claim: 
If every map n U, + P can be lifted when Uq = 0 unless coht q 1 i + 1, then every 
map n Tp+ P can be lifted when Tp = 0 unless coht p 2 i. 
If i=O, then the products fl Tp are all cotorsion flat modules. If i>dim R (the 
Krull dimension), then 0 is the only product n U, since no q has coheight greater 
that dim R. Since O-+P can be lifted, we see that if the claim is satisfied, G+P is 
a flat precover. 
Let n T, + P be as in the claim. Let Fp C Tp be a free &-module as above. Then 
by our hypothesis on G+P we see that the map @F,+P can be lifted. But 
@Fp c n Tp is pure (with PE( OF,) = n TJ. So as noted earlier (with S = OF,, 
F= n T,) we only need argue that n Tp/@Fp + P has a lifting. This map has an ex- 
tension to PE(nTD/@Fp)=PE’(@Fp)-+G. Letting PE’(@F,)= nu,, we have 
U, = 0 unless coht q 2 i+ 1. So by assumption PE’( OF,) --+ G can be lifted, and 
hence so can n TD + G. 0 
Using the tools of this section, we can give a partial answer to the question of 
when F[[X]] is a flat R[[X]]-module where F is an R-module. We first note that 
for a family (F) of R-modules, we have an isomorphism 
(IIF,)[[Xll= II(Fi[[Xll). 
Proposition 3.1. If F is an R-module, then F[[X]] is a cotorsion flat R [[Xl]-module 
if and only if F is a cotorsion flat R-module. Furthermore, if the Krull dimension 
of R is finite, then F[[X]] is a flat R [[Xl]-module if and only if F is a flat R-module. 
Proof. Suppose F is flat and cotorsion. Then F= n Tp (over all PE Spec(R)) with 
each Tp the completion of a free &-module. In [lo, Corollary 2, p. 3531, it was 
shown that a module is such a completion if and only if it is a direct summand (as 
an R-module) of Rpz for some set Z. Note that R,[[X]] = R [[X]](,,,). Then the 
isomorphisms Rf [[Xl] = R,, [ [Xl]’ and (n T,)[[X]] = n ( Tp [ [Xl]) show that F[ [Xl] 
is a flat and cotorsion R [[Xl]-module. Conversely suppose F[[X]] is cotorsion and 
flat as an R[[X]]-module. Using the obvious notation, let FI[X]] = n U,. Since 
F[[X]] is separated with the (X)-adic topology, we see that if Uq # 0, then XE q. 
This means that q=p + (X) where pcR is a prime ideal. But then if U, is a 
direct summand of (R[[X]]t)^, U,,/XU, is a direct summand of Rf. Hence FE 
F[[X]]/XF[[X]] has the required form and is flat and cotorsion. If F[[X]] is a flat 
R [[Xl]-module, then F is a flat R module (without the hypothesis on dim R). Now 
assume that F is a flat R-module and that the Krull dimension of R is finite, say 
dimR=n. Then by [13, Theorem 7.11 or [lo, Corollary, p. 3561, FE”(F)=0 if 
k>n. 
The exact sequence 
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gives rise to the exact sequence 
O+‘[[X]]+PE”(F)[[X]]+-+PE”(F)[[X]]+O. 
By the first part of the theorem each PEk(F)[[X]] is flat (and cotorsion). But then 
the exact sequence above implies F[[X]] is pure in PE’(F)[[X]] and so it is a flat 
module. q 
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